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To the Editor — The disaster that
befell Haiti on 12 January 2010 was
fundamentally caused by 300 years of
poor governance, foreign debt and land
degradation that had made the population
vulnerable to natural hazards. The Mw 7.0
earthquake was only the trigger. As
pointed out in the Nature Geoscience
focus issue dedicated to the earthquake1,
Haiti’s future relies on delineating the
imposing seismic hazards in the region.
Yet to preclude future disasters of this
magnitude, the ecohistorical roots of the
society’s present environmental condition
must be taken into account.
Haiti’s vulnerability to natural
hazards is intimately linked to the
overexploitation of its originally rich
natural resources. Haiti has not always
been the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere. In the mid-eighteenth
century, the colony accounted for more
than one third of France’s gross domestic
product. But this bounty came at a price.
Writing in 1808, Martinican polymath
Médéric Louis Élie Moureau de Saint-Méry
commented on the state of Haiti’s
environment 2:
“…[The colonists] have cut down even
the trees that covered the summits of
the mountains and attracted the rains,
insomuch that a diminution of the rains is
now perceivable in the French part, where
they were formerly very considerable
and regular…”
As well as environmental degradation,
slavery — another legacy from the colonial
period — added to Haiti’s vulnerability. At
its peak, up to 40,000 slaves per year were
brought in to fuel growth of agricultural
production, making it one of the most
densely populated colonies in the region.
Slaves dramatically outnumbered their
keepers who relied on means of control
so brutal that up to 30% of the slave
population died every year 3. Eventually, a
revolt led to Haiti’s independence in 1804,
and it became the first black nation in
the Caribbean.
Three critical factors in Haiti’s
early years contributed to the present
vulnerability. First, the newly liberated
farmers abandoned the plantation
model. Large landholdings were
divided, with each division run by an
individual family. Land fragmentation
was exacerbated by customary land
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Figure 1 | Agriculture, poverty, erosion and deforestation converge at Furcy, in the hills above
Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Wood chips are carefully harvested from this tree for cooking fuel, keeping it
alive to maintain erosion control.

inheritance laws, still in place today.
This limited agricultural productivity,
and the lack of a collective resource
management strategy, led to further land
degradation and deforestation4. Second,
Haiti was ostracized by would-be trading
partners that held slaves themselves: were
Haiti to succeed economically, it might
inspire revolts elsewhere, they feared.
Third, France fined the new nation a
staggering 150 million francs (worth
US$22 billion today) as indemnity to the
dispossessed colonists. Servicing this
debt throughout the twentieth century
impeded the government’s ability to
invest in infrastructure, health care and
education improvements5.
Hardwood forests were harvested and
exported to generate income. Without
trees, the erosion of the nutrient-rich soil
and coastal sedimentation accelerated
throughout the twentieth century. This
coastal progradation averaged around
3 m yr−1 over the past 30 years6, although
rates are not constant.
Between 1978 and 1986, the coast
prograded by around 8 m yr−1. During

this period, Haiti’s gross domestic
product dropped: the tourism industry
was decimated by the AIDS crisis; the
rural economy suffered with the US-led
eradication of the Creole pig (a hardy,
locally adapted breed of pig that was
replaced by more vulnerable breeds in
response to fears of a swine flu epidemic);
and there was an exodus of Haiti’s
professional class under the regime of
Jean-Claude (‘Baby Doc’) Duvalier.
Increasing rural poverty led to
deforestation, through efforts to gather
fuel and clear farmland, and eventually to
more erosion and coastal sedimentation.
As the economy stabilized during the
transition to democracy between 1986
and 2005, coastal progradation slowed, to
2.5 m yr−1 between 2005 and the present
day. However, rural poverty remains high
and the exodus from the countryside to the
cities continues.
The devastating inland conditions
make the Haitian coastal population
vulnerable. Excess coastal sedimentation
led to tsunamigenic landslides
triggered by the earthquake6. Erosion
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directly related to deforestation
and poverty creates accumulations
of poorly consolidated coastal
sediment, with elevated fluid
pressures that make seismically
induced landslides inevitable: the
Haitian tsunamis of 10 January 2010
were anthropogenic.
Three hundred years of complex
interactions in Haiti between humans
and their environment culminated
in a disaster of unprecedented
magnitude. Earth scientists are needed
to determine the frequency and
magnitude of the causative hazards,
yet interactions with anthropogenic
factors must be considered in complex
disasters. Seismometers, palaeoseismic

reconstructions and effective building
codes are essential to reducing future
risks. However, socioeconomic and
environmental vulnerabilities must be
factored in, to provide the best data for
effective disaster risk reduction7.
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Closed ranks in oceanography
To the Editor — Between 2001 and 2005,
women earned 28% of awarded PhDs
at the 17 US institutions with physical
oceanography graduate programmes, yet
only one out of eight talks was given by a
female presenter in many of the relevant
sessions at the February 2010 American
Geophysical Union ‘Ocean Sciences’
meeting. An analysis of the type of jobs
held by physical oceanography PhDs in the
United States reveals that for those who
earned PhDs from 1980 to 1995, the chances
of attaining a tenure-track position were
almost equal between men and women.
Since then, the situation has deteriorated:
for those who earned their PhD between
1996 and 2009, the fraction of women in the
tenure track was only about a third of the
fraction of men who passed that hurdle.
To investigate the observed gender
dichotomy between the research and tenure
tracks, we examined career paths of men
and women in physical oceanography.
Specifically, we conducted a retrospective
analysis of individuals who obtained
PhDs from six main US oceanographic
institutions between 1980 and 2009. We
determined the present (or terminal, if
retired) position of these 257 men and
92 women by performing searches of
university, laboratory and corporate web
pages; we located all but ten men and one
woman. We sorted individuals into seven
categories based on job title and function:
tenured or tenure-track faculty, academic
research faculty, civil/contract employee
at a government laboratory, private sector
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Figure 1 | The gender gap in physical
oceanography. Whereas 28% of the men in our
sample who earned their PhD between 1980 and
2009 (inner circle) obtained tenured or tenuretrack positions, the fraction of women holding
these positions dropped sharply from 23% (middle
circle) to 8% (outer circle). At the same time,
more women were employed as research staff,
instructors or research faculty.

position, academic research staff/lecturer
and finally those that could not be found or
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were not employed in science. We excluded
graduates holding postdoctoral positions
as of 2009.
We found substantial gender
differences, particularly for the second
period (1996–2009): whereas about a
quarter of all men entered the tenure track
consistently throughout time, the fraction
of women securing such a position dropped
dramatically, from 23% in the earlier period
to a mere 8% more recently (Fig. 1, see
also Fig. S1).
We suggest two possible interpretations
for our results. First, family relationships
affect women’s academic careers more than
men’s. Academic women typically have a
spouse employed full time1, and women
with children are less likely to enter the
tenure track than men2. It is possible that
more women are choosing to have children
and to marry than in previous decades.
Alternatively, institutions could have
changed hiring practices, putting less effort
into balancing the gender distribution of
those considered for tenure-track positions
to reflect the broader applicant pool. The
critical mass for minorities to achieve
adequate representation in employment
groups is 15% (ref. 3). In our sample, women
obtained 20% of the tenure-track faculty
positions before 1996, suggesting a critical
mass of women in faculty ranks during this
time interval. Women awarded PhDs after
1996 obtained only 11% of the tenure-track
faculty positions.
We also found that women in physical
oceanography were more likely to populate
211

Correction
In the Correspondence ‘Not the earthquake’s
fault’ (Nature Geosci. doi:10.1038/ngeo1116;
2011), ‘cooking oil’ should have read ‘cooking
fuel’ in the caption for Figure 1. This error has
been corrected for all versions on 17 March 2011.
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